
 

 

  

 

PHOTOJOURNALISM 
A resource manual 

ABSTRACT 
This resource manual was created by Ann Alimi 

(Ann Alimi Photography) and Elaine Ho (Grand-

Erie Study) for the youth of Music for the Spirit & 

Indigenous Arts.  The workshop was held as a 

partnership between the program and Elaine’s 

research on Monday January 20, 2020. 
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Basic photography 
Light and focus 

• The larger this lens hole is, the more light reaches the sensor and therefore the 
brighter the picture.  

• Depth of field = how much of your picture is in focus 

• The smaller the hole, the larger the depth of field and the less objects will be in 
focus in your picture. 

 
Examples: 

 
Shutter speed 

• The longer the opening lasts, the more light reaches the sensor. 

• The higher the speed the less blur on a moving subject 
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1/10 of a second and below - extremely slow shutter speed. Will only work with 
completely static scenes. Don't shoot hand-held, the shaking hands will ruin the shot. 
Put the camera on something steady, such as a tripod. 
 
1/10 to 1/30 of a second - very slow shutter speed. No chance to get a sharp moving 
object, unless you use techniques like panning (tracking the object with the camera). 
Preferably avoid shooting hand-held. 
 
1/30 to 1/60 of a second - still quite slow. However, you might be able to get a sharp 
hand-held shot. You might even get quite a sharp moving object, if it is slow enough. 
With such shutter speeds I would advise to take many redundant shots: chances are 1 
out of 10 will be reasonably sharp. 
 
1/60 to 1/100 of a second - quite good chance to get a sharp hand-held shot, especially 
if you make enough redundant copies. Walking people, for example, have good 
chances to appear sharp. 
 
1/100 of a second - unless the object is very fast, or I am using a very long lens, I am 
quite sure the photo will be sharp. Thus, I make only a couple of redundant shots. 
 
1/200 and above - usually necessary only with very fast-moving subjects, or when 
shooting with very long lenses 

 
ISO 

• When you cannot get the right exposure with the aperture and shutter speed, it is 
time to think about the ISO sensitivity (also called ISO speed). 

• The "normal" ISO speed depends on your camera. Usually  it is either ISO 100 or 
ISO 200 

• Higher ISO means more sensor sensitivity 

• The more sensitive the sensor becomes, the more image noise it creates. 
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Uses and Benefits of High ISO Settings: 

• Faster shutter speeds to freeze motion (e.g. 1600+ ISO for indoor sports 
photography) 

• Better performance in low light (e.g. nighttime cityscapes, Milky Way shoots, 
dimly lit indoor shoots) 

• Reduced image blur when shooting handheld 
 

 
 

Histogram 
• If you provide insufficient amount of light, the photo will be too dark.  

• If you expose too much light, the photo will be too bright.  
 
Software post-processing can fix the perceived exposure (for example make a dark 
photo look brighter), but it cannot re-create the image data lost while shooting.  
 
For example, a very common landscape photography problem is losing clouds in a 
bright sky. When it is overexposed (too much light reaches the sensor), the whole sky 
becomes completely white, and the clouds cannot be distinguished any more.  
 
On the other hand, with underexposure (too little light reaches the sensor), shadowed 
parts of the image lose details, become completely black. Software cannot rescue such 
details, because they do not exist in the original image. 
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Basic rules 
1. Lightning (take advantage of the golden hours) 

 
 

2. Composition (leading lines, rule of thirds, symmetry/patterns, framing, 
perspective, cropping, etc.)  
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3. Keep it sharp 

 
 

4. The best rule of all: ignore all the rules 
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Suggestions to capture a good photo 
1. Simplify 

   
 

   
 

2. Look for emotional element 
a. Eye contact 
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b. Intimate moments 

   
 

3. Shoot for impact 
a. Peak of action 
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b. Shapes, light and shadow, perspective 

 
 

c. Color, shapes and composition 

 
 

4. Learn processing 
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5. Experiment out of comfort zone 
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Photojournalism 
 
First of all, we must define what “photojournalism” is and is not. It is a photo that tells a 
story. It is not meant to be a piece of photographic art. It could be both, but not purely 
artistic.  
 
It is also important that you are aware the difference between “photojournalism”, “street” 
photography and “documentary” photography. They are very similar.  
 

Photojournalism 
Photojournalism is the communication of news by way of 
photographs in the media (e.g., newspapers and 
magazines).  They are not to be altered and are meant to 
convey current or historical news – not to present an artistic 
eye of the world. They document an event or occurrence. 
  
This type of photography abides by a code of ethics that 
reporters have to comply with (which street photographers 
don’t). Photojournalistic images are always posted with an 
explanation of context (e.g., a write-up), which is rarely the 
case in street photography.  
  
One of the world’s most famous images in photojournalism 
is the “Afghan girl” portrait taken in 1984 by Steve McCurry. 
This image, which portrays a 12-year old Pashtun orphan in 
a refugee camp, was published on the cover of National 
Geographic in June 1985 and accompanied by a story titled 

Along Afghanistan’s War-torn Frontier.  What made this image so famous and so 
impactful was the girl’s incredible look and her penetrating gaze. The girl is poor but 
shows great pride, fortitude and self-respect.  This photograph has circulated the world 
over and over, boasting an incredible global impact. 
  

Street photography 
Street photography describes photos that show the human condition within any public 
place. The biggest misconception is that street photography must be composed with a 
“street” and portrait-style “people” in the photo. In fact, “street” refers to a time/candid 
moment when people are out and about, not a place. The subject could be anything that 
presents a story and the images do not need text or explanations to accompany them 
(unlike photojournalism). 
  
Our first photographic example, known as “V-J Day Kiss”, was taken in 1945 by Alfred 
Eisendstaedt (photo below).   
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The end of World War II was 
celebrated around the world.  The 
photographer was ready with his 
camera as New Yorkers took to 
Times Square to celebrate a new 
era of peace and hope. This photo 
of a US Navy sailor grabbing and 
kissing a woman in a white dress (a 
nurse), has become a cultural icon. 
The photographer was standing 
near them when he instantaneously 
snapped four sequential photos in 
the few seconds before the 
moment passed. 
 

Documentary photography 
Documentary photography is almost identical to photojournalism but conveys a different 
message. Documentary photographers reveal an infinite number of situations, actions 
and results over a period of time. In short, they reveal life. Life isn’t a moment. It isn’t a 
single situation, since one situation is followed by another and another. Photojournalism 
– in its instant shot and transmission – doesn’t show ‘life’. It neither has the time to 
understand it nor the space to display its complexity.  
  
Many of the photos we see in our newspapers are used outside the rules of 
photojournalism and documentary photography.  Those images show frozen instants 
that can be taken out of context and put on a stage of the media’s making, then sold as 
truth. True photojournalism aims to inform us as truthfully and quickly as possible about 
events of social relevance and doesn’t seek to dig any deeper (i.e. no real planning or 
research).  A documentary photographer does.  In documentary photography, the photo 
or (most often) the series of photos is often accompanied with in-depth research about 
the subject(s) or a discussion of observations and learning from time spent with the 
subject(s).  
 
Documentary photography has a more complex story line than photojournalism or street 
photography and is usually used in long-term projects.  This is because the storyline 
usually needs to be developed by photographers, subject matter experts and/or activists 
who are deeply concerned about the topic of the image.  Photojournalism, in 
comparison, is associated with breaking news (e.g., a specific event or moment, not a 
phenomenon). 
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The image to the left, known as the “Migrant 
mother”, was taken by Dorothea Lange in 1936 
during the Great Depression. It is one image of a 
series of documentary photographs that depicts the 
hardships of a specific family, especially the worried 
migrant mother, hungry and desperate at the time.  
This photograph in particular inspired strength for 
people across the United States.  
  
The impact of such photographs and photo series is 
demonstrated nearly half a century later in 1983, 
when the mother was suffering from cancer and a 
stroke and was at the end of her life.  A public 
appeal was made for her treatment costs and 
donations poured in from across the country. On 
September 16, 1983, the woman died surrounded 
by her family, including the grown children who 

clung to her in the famous photograph. Her gravestone reads “Migrant Mother — A 
Legend of the Strength of American Motherhood."  
  

Tips for good photojournalism 
  
1.Plan what you want to photograph.  For example, is there an event you want to 
capture? If so, attend and catch a moment that tells the story of that event.  Or, if you 
prefer to go for a walk for some unplanned moments instead (perhaps around an 
intentional topic or in front of an intentional background), pay attention to what is 
happening around you and find the most interesting and meaningful visual 
opportunities. Sometimes just sitting down and patiently observing people or events 
around you may be all you need. Other times you my find yourself in front of an object 
or subject that tells an important story. 
  
2.Take control and know your camera enough to have the exposure properly set so that 
you can catch that moment without ruining the shot.  Most cameras and cell phones 
today can take excellent quality images on the auto setting if you are unfamiliar with the 
camera settings. 
  
3.The point of photojournalism is to draw the viewer’s attention to the elements that are 
critical/important in a short time.  Sometimes you may be too far away to accomplish 
that. Generally, cropping is an acceptable practice but is the only adjustment allowed in 
photojournalism.  Be conscious about how you frame or bring attention to your 
subject(s).   
Take great care to make sure the photo is in focus, otherwise viewers won’t be able to 
see or appreciate the story you intended to portray. 
 
4.To tell a story it is usually best not to go for close-up portrait shots unless you are sure 
they are of the “Afghan girl” quality.  Even then, close-ups may not be the best strategy 
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given the theme of this competition. Shoot wide so that you give the viewer context for 
your subject – this may allow for easier interpretation of your story.  
  
5.Don’t pose your subjects unless you want to “stage” a photojournalistic shot (like the 
skyscraper photo above). Remember you are looking for candid shots that tell a story 
and represent the truth as closely as possible. 
  
6.Photojournalism is sometimes best done in black and white.  This can remove the 
distraction of focusing on many busy colours that can exist in real life/on the streets, 
allowing the viewer to focus on the subject(s) and story.  However, both colour and 
black and white images are acceptable.  
  
Photo releases! 
Generally, if you are photographing people in public going about their usual business 
you do not need to ask for a photo release.  They know they are in a public space and 
should act accordingly.  You should however out of curtesy act for permission. 
  
There are some exceptions to this.  First, homeless individuals do not necessarily have 
a choice but to be in the public eye, so please do not take any photos of homeless 
individuals unless you have a photo release form signed.  Second, if you are 
photographing someone performing an employment or volunteer duty, you will also 
need to obtain a signed photo release since these individuals are acting out of necessity 
and the ‘public’ space is considered their workplace for the duration of their duty. 
  
Second, when photographing the faces of children, or any images in which children are 
a focus point of the photo, you must have a signed consent form from a legal guardian.  
Also, if you are posing or staging someone (e.g., not photographing candidly), you must 
also obtain a signed photo release before photographing. 
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Can you tell? 
 
See if you can label the following photographs appropriately according to one of three 
types of photography: street photography, photojournalism, and documentary. 
 

1.       2.  
 

3.      4.  
 

5.      6.  
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7.  
 

Answers 
1. Street; 2. Documentary; 3. Photojournalism; 4. Documentary; 5. Documentary; 6. Street; 7. Documentary 
 

Final thoughts 

 
 

Contact Elaine (e23ho@uwaterloo.ca) if you have any other questions! 
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